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New 2022 Fire Code


2022 FC 608 requires all indoor stationary
energy storage systems (except Group R3
occupancies) must obtain an FDNY permit and
must be supervised by a B-28 COF holder.
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B-29 vs B-28 COF
Duties (Installation and Operation)
Knowledge of installation and operation requirements of
the battery system
Knowledge of the required fire/gas detection systems or
fire extinguishing systems
Required to be present during commissioning for the
battery system to ensure the commissioning is conducted
lawfully
Ensure the battery system is continuing to operate in a safe
and lawfully manner

Ensure that all associated systems on site (e.g. fire
detection systems, smoke/gas purge system, etc.) are
properly maintained by certified and licensed personnel
Maintain logbooks

B-29
X

B-28
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X



Partially
 (coordinate with
(only visual the energy
inspection) management
monitoring system
monitoring facility
staff)
X
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B-29 vs B-28 COF
Duties (Emergency Procedures and Decommissioning)

B-29

B-28

Be familiar with the notification procedures for different
conditions
Coordinate communication between ESMS monitor facility
staff, SME and FDNY during any emergency condition
Be reachable by the Fire Department to provide technical
support immediately, and physically present on scene within 2
hours for any emergency condition affecting a battery system
Provide technical assistance to the Fire Department

Partially



X



X



X



Be present during all decommissioning to ensure the
decommissioning is conducted lawfully

X
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B-29




B-29 COF is no longer renewable. It is valid
until it is expired.
However, B-29 COF is not authorized to
supervise lithium-ion battery system. If there is
any indoor lithium-ion battery system, at least
one B-28 COF is required.
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B-28 Qualification




Training Verification Letter: to ensure the holder is
familiar with the system.

Employer Recommendation Letter: to ensure the holder is
familiar with the building/premises and its fire and
emergency preparedness plan (if applicable)
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B-28 COF Holder’s Supervision
•

B-28 is a premises-related COF, one card is only
valid for one building. Applicant applying for a
different premise must provide additional training
letter and employer recommendation letter for
additional locations.

•

The B-28 COF holder is not required to be on the
premises at all time but must be reachable
immediately and be on premises within 2 hours in
an emergency.
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B-28 COF holder and FLSD






All indoor ESS (except Group R3) require the general
supervision of B-28 COF holder.
An FLS director, FEP coordinator, COQ holder or other
responsible person with approved qualifications must be on
the premises during the regular business hours in any
building with an indoor system with an aggregate rated
energy capacity of one megawatt (1 MWh) or more.
Such persons above must be responsible for assisting emergency
responders, including coordinating with B-28 COF holder and the
remote monitoring facility in accordance with the emergency
management plan.
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FLSD curriculum
and onsite exam






In the future, the FDNY will update the FLSD curriculum to
include the basic knowledge of ESS and the related emergency
response procedures. The CBT exam will also cover these
changes.
In the future, the FDNY will require the FLSD candidates
during the onsite exam to answer the basic information
regarding any ESS installed in the premises including but not
limited to: the locations of the ESSs, the type of the system,
and B-28 contact person’s name, etc.
The FDNY will notify the schools, applicants, and the FLSD
association when these changes are going to be made.
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Questions?


B-28 website link:

http://www1.nyc.gov/site/fdny/business/all-certifications/cof-b28.page
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